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Abstract. The increasing interest in Ontologies for many natural language applications in the recent 

years has led to the creation of ontologies for different purposes and with different feature systems. 

Manual ontology building is a time consuming activity that requires a lot of effort. In order to overcome 

these problems many methods have been developed to generate ontologies. There are various studies 

conducted on Arabic language in Semantic Web. This paper purposes an approach for the generation of 

an Arabic ontology from semi-structured data (xml document). This approach takes xml document and 

generates Arabic Ontology. First the system generates xml schema for the xml document. Using this 

schema it develops the xml schema graph XSG, translate this graph into Arabic and then start the 

generation of the ontology and the relations using the graph and the xml document. Finally, the system 

is going to evaluate the generated Arabic ontology using data driven ontology measures. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Ontologies are of basic interest in many different fields, largely due to what they promise: they are a 

shared and common understanding of some domain that can be the basis for communication across the 

gaps between people and computer. Ontology approaches allow for sharing and reuse of knowledge 

bodies in computational form [1, 2]. Language is the way to vehicle information and knowledge. So the 

need for linguistic data is very important in all research fields.  Arabic Language is the mother tongue 

for 23 countries and more than 350 million persons. Moreover, since it is the language of the Holy 

Quran, many other Islamic countries, like Pakistan, teach Arabic as a second language. Nevertheless, it 

is noticed that the Arabic content on the web is less than what should be expected. The evolution of the 

semantic web (SW) added a new dimension to this problem [3]. 

Arabic ontology is the foundation of the creation of Semantic Web in Arabic language. Basic 

categorization of terminologies and meanings in a domain give the semantics. The interrelationship 

between words that matches to its meaning can also result to the stems and branches of semantics [3]. 

The ontology development process is not a linear process but a refinement one where each activity can 

be repeated several times. To build the taxonomy of concepts, several approaches have been exposed in 

literature.  In this paper Arabic ontology development life cycle from Semi-structured data is going to 

be discussed. 

We present an approach to generate Arabic ontology from semi-structured data (xml file).  The 

approach can be used to generate ontology to any language. It also provides automatic evaluation to the 

generated Arabic ontology using cosine similarity measures. The rest of this paper is organized as 
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follows. Section 2 gives an overview on ontology learning process. Section 3 reviews the related work. 

The Arabic ontology framework is presented in section 4 in details. Section 5 presents a case study to 

show how the proposed approach works. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and suggests new future 

research work. 
 

2. Ontology Learning 
 

The ontology learning process is useful for different reasons. First of all, it accelerates the process of 

knowledge acquisition. Second, it reduces the time for the updating of an existent ontology. Finally, it 

accelerates the whole process of ontology building [3, 4]. There are few types of ontologies which have 

different roles. In some cases, discussion goes to a mess because of the ignorance of what type of 

ontology is under consideration. Some say “ontology is domain-specific like a knowledge base”. Others 

say “No, it isn’t. Ontology is very generic and hence it is widely applicable and sharable”. Both are 

correct because they are talking about different types of ontology 
 

There are two main classes of Ontologies: the first would be the one that is employed to explicitly 

capture "static knowledge" about a domain. The second that provides a reasoning point of view about 

the domain knowledge (problem solving knowledge). 
 

In the first class a distinction between types is made on the basis of the level of generality, as 

summarized below: 

1. Domain Ontologies: Designed to represent knowledge relevant to a certain domain type, e.g. 

medical,   

      mechanical etc. 

2.   Generic Ontologies: Can be applied to a variety of domain types.  

3.  Representational Ontologies: These formulate general representation entities without defining 

what should be represented. For the problem solving knowledge class, two types may be found: 

1. Task Ontologies Provide terms specific for particular Tasks. 

2. Method Ontologies Provide terms specific to particular Problem Solving Methods.  
 

The absence of free usable lexical and syntactic resources and tools for Arabic makes it a “pi- language” 

(poorly informative). This constitutes a real difficulty in the process of transferring technology into 

Arabic. There is a strong need for Arabic language support [5, 6]. Ontology has proved their success in 

multiple domains, such as Medicine, e-Commerce, e-Learning and Biology. To extend this success to 

the Arabic language, a set of ontology tools and applications needs to be created to meet the 

requirements of the Arabic language and that of technologies. In Arabic ontology basic categorization 

of terminologies and meanings in a domain give the semantics. The interrelationship between words 

that matches to its meaning can also result to the stems and branches of semantics. Ontology can be 

built by using domain experts or learned from information available in a corpus of the domain. The goal 

of ontology learning is to automatically extract relevant concepts and relations from the given corpus or 

other kinds of data sets to form Ontology [7, 8].  
 

3. Related work  
3.1 Ontology learning from textual documents 

 

The main functionality in this work is that the noun phrases appearing in the headings of a document as 

well as the document’s hierarchical structure can be used to discover the concepts and is-a relation 

between them in the documents’ domain [6]. They implemented and applied the system on a set of 

Arabic agricultural extension documents. The system takes as input a root concept, analyzes all input 

documents’ heading structure, extracts concepts from headings and builds a taxonomical ontology. The 
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resulting ontology was verified against a modified version of AGROVOC ontology, which is a hand-

made ontology developed by Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nation (FAO). 
 

3.2 Building a framework for Arabic ontology learning 
 

This paper presents the ArOntoLearn a Framework for Arabic Ontology learning from textual resources 

[9]. It supports the Arabic language and using domain knowledge or previous knowledge in the 

learning. It uses Probabilistic Ontology Model (POM) in the learned ontology, which can be translated 

into any knowledge representation formalism, and implements data-driven change discovery. Therefore 

it updates the POM according to the corpus changes only, and it helps user to trace the evolution of the 

ontology with respect to the changes in the underlying corpus. The system matches Arabic textual 

resources to Arabic Lexico-syntactic patterns in order to learn new Concepts and Relations. They 

developed a framework for incremental ontology learning, using Arabic natural language processing, 

machine learning and text mining techniques, in order to extract ontology from Arabic textual 

resources. 
 

3.3 Arabic Word Net  
 

Arabic Word Net (AWN) is a free lexical resource for modern standard Arabic [4]. It is based on the 

design and contents of Princeton WordNet (PWN) and can be mapped onto PWN as well as a number 

of other Word Nets, enabling translation on the lexical level to and from dozens of other languages. 

Moreover, the mapping of WordNet to the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) provides 

opportunities to use the semantic side in some Arabic NLP (natural language processing) applications. 

Constructing AWN presents challenges not encountered by established WordNet.  
 

3.4 Building Ontologies form xml data source 
 

They proposed a tool, called X2OWL that aims at building OWL (web ontology language) ontology 

from an XML data source [10]. This method is based on XML schema to automatically generate the 

ontology structure, as well as, a set of mapping bridges between the entities of the XML data source and 

the created ontology, mapping bridges contribute into query translation between OWL and XML. This 

approach addresses simple cases and complex cases that arise from the reuse of global types and 

elements that are used to create XML schema. XML schemas can be modeled using different styles. 
 

4. The proposed Arabic Ontology Approach 
 

In this section, the proposed Arabic ontology approach is going to be described. The approach generates 

an Arabic ontology from XML document. The proposed method uses the same notations used in [10]. It 

consists of four phases: Extraction, Xml schema parsing, Generation, Refinement and Evaluation. As 

shown in figure 1, the developed Arabic ontology approach takes a XML document and generates 

Arabic ontology. This XML document contains the information needed to generate the final ontology. 

XML schemas and ontologies in a given domain are somehow related. In general, schemas are built in a 

domain before ontologies. To benefit from preexisting schemas, the proposed method and tool is going 

to derive ontology (i.e., a concept hierarchy with concepts properties and main relationships) from a set 

of XML schemas.The aim is to provide a general view of the automation aspect of the ontology 

generation; thus, Deriving Ontologies from XML Schema. The proposed method uses the same 

notations used in [10] with some modifications to apply on Arabic xml data sources. The automatic 

ontology generation life cycle is defined as a process composed of four main steps necessary to achieve 

our goal. These steps represent the main tasks of the process for building ontologies starting from an 
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existing corpus, like XML schemas. The approach mainly describes what is expected from each task. 

The whole process is depicted in figure 1. The four steps are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
 

Figure 1. Arabic Ontology Framework  
4.1 Extraction 
 

This step deals with the acquisition of information needed to generate the ontology (concepts, attributes, 

relationships and axioms) starting from an existing corpus. Input resources are xml files. The approach 

goes through the XML file to extract the Arabic words and the tags connected to it. Then it will connect 

the tags extracted from every page to an xml document and creates xml schema for it. The approach 

may merge more than one xml document to each other to create our XML schema. The input selected 

from (http://www.saudiwildlife.com/site/home/) web site, on (10/1/2016). 
 

4.2 Xml schema parsing 
 

In this phase the input XML schema is going to be parsed. The result of the parsing is generated by two 

tasks. The first task is XML schema graph XSG. This graph is a tree which has one root, containing the 

complex types and elements which are structured in a hierarchic shape describing the document.  The 

first version of the XSG will be in English language, the XSG will be translated into Arabic language. 

The second task is Auxiliary mapping of derived complex types which connects the classes with each 

other and this task is going to be used in next phases.  After that, the information from the xml file will 

be retrieved to fill the ontology classes with information. Figure 2 shows the steps of this phase. The 

input to the ontology is selected from the source documents using similarity measurements.  If the input 

matches with 80% of this measures this input will be used otherwise this input will be eliminated from 

our ontology. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. XML schema parsing 
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4.3 Ontology Generation 
 

This step deals with the production of a first version of the target ontology based on the tool formal 

meta-model, i.e., in a universal language interpretable by other applications, such as OWL and RDF/S. 

The created ontology is described in OWL language. The generated ontology is instance-free and only 

contains the description of concepts and properties. This process is based on some mapping rules that 

indicate how to convert each component of the XML schema to the corresponding ontology component. 

Figure 3 shows the three types of the generated ontology classes. 

 
 

Figure 3. OWL classes 
 

The algorithm that applies our suitable mapping rules on the XML schema to generate OWL ontology    

     is shown in figure 4 below. The ontology generation process consists of the following steps: 

1. Generation of classes. 

2. Generation of properties and mapping rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Ontology generation algorithm  

 

For the ontology generation, the vertices of the Arabic XSG are checked. A class C for complex type 

will be created, element group or attribute group vertices. Then an association (v;C)  will be added 

between the generated class C and the vertex v to the auxiliary mapping classMap. In the case of 

complex type vertex, the name of the generated class C is the name of the complex type if it is global. 

However in case of local complex type, the name of the generated class C is that of its surrounding 

element (the source vertex of the incoming edge). In the case of an element group vertex and attribute 

group vertex, the name of the generated class C is the name of that element group or attribute group 

respectfully. After the creation of classes the generated ontology are going to be refined and evaluated. 
 

4.4 Refinement and Evaluation 
 

All previous steps may introduce wrong concepts or relationships, thus a refinement phase is needed. 

Conversely, a refinement task can be introduced at the end of each previous step. Validation is often 

1) Complex types 
We can distinguish two kinds of complex types: 

a. Global, named complex types. 

b. Local anonymous complex types. 
Both cases are mapped to OWL classes. However, 

 A class generated from a global named type will have the name of that type. 

A class generated from local anonymous type will have the name of its surrounding element. 

2) Element groups and Attribute declarations are mapped to OWL classes. 
3) Inheritance XML schema supports two types of inheritance: extension and restriction. 

Both of these inheritance mechanisms are translated to the class inheritance mechanism of OWL, 

using rdfs:subClassOf.  

When a complex type is defined as an extension or a restriction of another base complex type, then the 
class corresponding to this type is set as subclass of the class corresponding to the base type. 
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done by hand, but can sometimes be automated. Ontology is not a static description of a domain, but 

with the evolution of applications, in quality and number, the ontology may also require some changes. 

Data driven evaluation will be used to evaluate the ontology generated. In this technique the ontology is 

evaluated by comparing it with existing data about the ontology domain. This existing data can by a 

corpus or the source documents of the ontology. To achieve this, one could, for example, perform 

automated term extraction on the documents and simply count the number of terms that overlap 

between the ontology and the documents [11].  
 

There are a variety of ways in which one could attempt to extract the information content of the 

documents in order to correlate that with the ontology. In the evaluation phase Term-based distance 

measure is applied. A document is commonly represented as a vector of terms in a vector space model 

(VSM). The basis of the vector space corresponds to distinct terms in a document collection. Each 

vector represents one document. The components of the document vector are the weights of the 

corresponding terms that represent their relative importance in the document and the whole document 

collection [11]. The mutual information between two terms t1 and t2 can be calculated on the basis of 

the ontology-based VSM. Here, cosine similarity was adopted to measure the term mutual information 

between their corresponding vectors: 

 

    (1)                                                                    
 

Where ~xj1 and ~xj2 represents the term weights of t1 and t2 in the document X~j in the ontology-based 

VSM. According to the above cosine measure, the similarity of each pair of terms in the given document 

can be computed. Distance measure with Term Mutual Information (TMID) since the mutual 

information between terms was calculated, it is better to take advantage of them in clustering process. 

The term mutual information can be expressed by a matrix called Mutual Information Matrix (MIM) 

[11]. The similarity measures between the input xml documents and the selected terms for the ontology 

generation applied. 
 

5.  Mammals Case study 
 

In the case study, an xml documents contain information about mammals are going to be used. The first 

phase in our approach is extraction. In the extraction the tags containing the Arabic words in the every 

xml webpage will be selected. Then an xml document will be created to connect these tags. Finally the 

XML schema for the xml file will be generated. Figure 6 show the XSG for the insectivores xml file. 
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Figure 6. XSG for XML file 

 

The second phase in our model is xml schema parsing which contain two steps the first step is xml 

schema graph XSG which will be generated in English and translated into Arabic for our schema as 

shown is figure 7 and figure 8. Our mammals case study it contains 6 complex type classes, 10 element 

and the Auxiliary mapping of derived complex types. In the parsing phase all the terms and relations 

that fit with the ontology will be extracted. The extracted terms go through similarity measures to make 

sure that they fit with our ontology. If the input matches with 80% of this measures used, this input will 

be eliminated from the ontology. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. English XSG of the running insectivores’ animal case study 

 

 

 ر?<= ا;:6789ت

ABAC;ا D;6E;ده ا:H DBAI;ا D;6E;ا JBAK6L 

MN8?  ً6PBأ 
 6PB:Kت

JB:RSN;ن ، اV 
WX6Y;ا Z[\Vى اA; 

 B:K` أ_:ادھ6
 ?cdن ;AX a;bاً،

6e_c\أ fPB:K 
gh[S?6 وe?6Yh_ 
f7[\V6\<67ً  اX  

W7NhB اbھ 
 مXcj :NY= ا;<cj6ن

 MnK م]h:ق lj:E و
J7>\6C;ا Z_ =Lرأ 

 ا;<cj6ن ذcoر ،?cdن
:>oأ J6ث م\rا Z_ 
DCY;ا =Xان ووc7Y;ا 

  ا;El: م6t Jل

 أرuvN? MH ا;:?<f ھbه
 ،وا;:67879ت ا;67BAvت أ\cاع

 7y: أ6SLن ذات c7xا\6ت
fej6lhم 

6e_إط:ا f7م6مVو ا 
f7[nR;6 اej 5 |j6}أ  

 �jظ6_: مWودة

6e\c7K fj6رIhم  

 ر?<= ا;6B:jcت 

 ا;jc: ا;�R:ي

 j:ي c7xان
=>lB �\رV�7 ا; =; 
uB7:?6ن أذ\6ه, ذ�H 

D8C;وا M��B :jcj 
ZSj 6م�y :lhSBو 
MnK D8C;7:ات اE� 

f78N;  

c7xا\6ت 
 DCYj 7:ة�}

 Z8hd?ر\� وVا
anدا مAy f}6م 
Z_ �Nt6 أe7مAH 

6eSdN? J6ت م>v;ا 
MnK رcR�;ا 

ا6C�Vر وbXوع  
 {AH f7?cرة ;Aى
 6eSdNB ا;bي اVم: o<7:ة
Jم fB6Nx 6e8[\ JK 

�B:ا;�:اخ ط 
:B:�;وا Mhxو 

fNeNe;ا 

 ا;67BAvت

 c7xان

Element 

Complex type 

Hyrax 

Rock Hyrax 
Description 

1    
New World Hamadryads 

Baboon 
Description 

 
Description 

 

Mammals 

Primates 

Complex type 

Description 1   

Description 
2 

Description 
3 

Animal 
Element 

Description 1   

Description 2 
Description 3 

 Description 4 
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Figure 8. Arabic XSG of the running insectivores’ animal case study 

In the generation phase, OWL classes are generated according to the rules that introduced in figure 4. 

This step is based on the Arabic XSG and the derived Types Map. That is, the Arabic XSG is traversed 

to retrieve complex type vertices, for each one of these vertices, an OWL class is generated. Then, the 

derived Types Map is used to set up sub Class Of relationships between classes. The case study contains 

6 complex types. Six classes will be generated to represent these complex types and indicated the sub 

class of relationship, the object properties and data type properties. The final output of the approach is 

an Arabic ontology with its relations and properties like in figure 9 below. The generated ontology is 

going to be evaluated using data driven evaluation method. In the method the output of our ontology are 

going to be compared with the source document using equation (1).  After applying the similarity 

measure on our case study the best obtained result was 70%. The evaluation was done based on the 

cosine similarity measure function. The Arabic ontology case study contained 70% of the source xml 

document. This result can be refined more than one time to reach satisfying results.   

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 9. Mammals’ ontology 
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Conclusion 
 

The increasing interest in Ontologies for many natural language applications in the recent years has led 

to the creation of ontologies. Ontology for linguistic purpose is very important to enrich languages. The 

Arabic language is the language of millions of people around the world and yet the work in Arabic 

ontology is very poor and facing a lot of problems. In our study we are trying to improve the Arabic 

information retrieval on the web. The proposed Arabic ontology approach from semi-structured data 

(xml document) was introduced. The approach takes xml document and generates Arabic ontology. The 

proposed approach tried to create automate the process of creation Arabic ontology. The output of the 

ontology was evaluated using data driven evaluation and achieved acceptable similarity measures. This 

paper is part of an ongoing research to develop a framework for building an Arabic ontology. Further 

work to enhance the similarity measures for the evaluation and apply to different case studies would be 

beneficial for a more a robust ontology approach.   
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